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To the Editor,
The article by Takashi Muguruma, et al is inspiring.1 It compared a triage system designed
for pediatric patients, Pediatric Physiological and Anatomical Triage Score (PPATS), with
a widely used triage method for generic patients, Triage Revised Trauma Score (TRTS),2

and suggested that PPATS is a viable and useful triage method specifically for pediatric
patients.1

However, different disasters have their own characteristics of casualties.3 The pediatric
patients in this article were from the Japan Trauma Data Bank, and they may be different
from the patients in earthquake. Previous studies have compared the effectiveness of differ-
ent triage methods on earthquake trauma patients,4 but few studies have focused on triage
methods for earthquake pediatric patients. To verify the effectiveness of this method in
earthquake pediatric patients, we repeated this study with patients from the Earthquake
Victim Database.

We conducted a retrospective research comparing PPATS with TRTS and collected the
information of all injured patients whose age was no greater than 15 years old in the
Earthquake Victim Database. To calculate the triage scores, we gathered the patients’
age, respiratory rate (RR), heart rate (HR), systolic blood pressure (BP), and Glasgow
Coma Score (GCS) upon admission, as well as the usage of live-saving interventions; we
also used the patient’s diagnosis on admission to determine whether or not the patient
had anatomical abnormality. Based on this, we calculated the PPATS score and TRTS score
for each patient. Whether the patient was admitted to the intensive care unit (ICU) was set
as the outcome, and that information was also collected. Microsoft Excel 2019 (Microsoft
Corp.; Redmond, Washington USA) was used to gather and filter information and also
calculate the triage scores. To evaluate the two triage methods, we used MedCalc
18.11.3 (MedCalc Software; Ostend, Belgium) to perform a Receiver Operating
Characteristic curve (ROC curve) analysis to determine their predictive ability and per-
formed an Area Under Curve (AUC) comparison between the two methods.

Excluding instances that lack of basic information (n= 4), admission to ICU information
(n= 53), and information crucial to calculate triage scores (n= 408), a total of 1,585 cases
were enrolled in the study. The mean age was 11.23 (SD = 3.06) years with 752 male
patients (47.44%). The TRTS scored ranged from eight to 12 and PPATS scored raged
from zero to 11. The ROC curve of the two triage methods are shown in Figure 1. The
AUC of PPATS and TRTS are 0.704 and 0.560, respectively; the AUC of PPATS is
significantly greater than that of TRTS (P< .001; Table 1).

The result shows that PPATS is a relatively effective triage method for pediatric patients
compared with TRTS; we approve the original article’s conclusion that PPATS is superior
to TRTS. What’s more, the result shows the effectiveness of PPATS in an earthquake.
However, our study is also limited by its retrospective design and missing data; a large-scale,
multi-center, prospective study is needed to better evaluate its effectiveness and capability.

One of the main advantages of PPATS is that it not only differs pediatric patients and
adult patients, but it utilizes a percentage value according to the patient’s age rather than a
fixed value when evaluating BP and HR scores. The score shows the severity of the
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patients within the same age better, thus minimizing the
deviation caused by age on these values when triaging.
However, in a disaster setting such as an earthquake, hurricane,
and so on, where the number of injured massively overwhelm
the number of health care providers and an electronic triaging sys-
tem is not accessible, PPATS might be too complicated to carry

out as the BP and HR standard is different with each age.5 A sim-
plified standard for BP and HR evaluation might be a good alter-
native under these circumstances.

In conclusion, PPATS is an effective method to triage pediatric
patients in an earthquake, and may be adopted in the triaging of
pediatric patients.
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AUC SE 95% CI Difference Between
Areas

P Value

PPATS 0.704 0.0373 0.681 - 0.726 0.144 <.001

TRTS 0.560 0.0274 0.535 - 0.585
Lin © 2020 Prehospital and Disaster Medicine

Table 1. AUC Comparison between PPATS and TRTS
Abbreviations: AUC, Area Under Curve; PPATS, Pediatric Physiological and Anatomical Triage Score; SE, Standard Error; TRTS, Triage
Revised Trauma Score.
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Figure 1. The ROC Curves of PPATS and TRTS.
Abbreviations: PPATS, Pediatric Physiological and Anatomical Triage Score; ROC, Receiver Operating Characteristics; TRTS,
Triage Revised Trauma Score.
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